
Every year several languages die out. Some people think that this is not important because life will be 
easier if there are fewer languages in the world.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with this opinion?

Many tongues have been extinct throughout the years. Some, however, argue that it is not a concern 
and living will be straightforward without them. In my opinion, these extinctions can cause many 
different, critical effects on us, so I disagree with the belief.

With disappearing of any language, the related/respective culture will be threatened. No longer do will 
people understand their history properly since every history and language are correlated, and the 
historical events spread chest to chest through the main language nuances. Therefore, these deaths can 
cause a deeply unbridgeable gap between a society and its past, hence the importance of a mother 
tongue. Furthermore, many works can be meaningless without the connected language, and some 
beneficial information may not be understandable anymore due to the lack of language. Thus, every way 
of speaking is vital to its society.

Although many say that the smaller number of alive living languages, the simpler lives they will have, a 
country’s community may be imperiled by the transition between the two languages, and subsequently 
living in the transition era will be more complicated. Also, today with the rapid pace of technological 
improvement, especially in data science which helps computers understand a variety of languages, 
many real-time interpreter applications have emerged/been raised developed to help people 
understand each other effortlessly by tapping the screen of their cell-phones. For example, by the 
benefit from those translators, rarely do students need to learn other languages to access some 
scientific, original articles and books. They can easily use those the software programs to realize the 
content of a book. With this advancement in technology, students do not need to do the time-
consuming job of learning a new language, thereby spending more time studying.

In conclusion, I strongly believe that languages fading out cannot lead us to live easier than before, and 
keeping them alive is a seemingly reasonable idea.


